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1.1 Summary

1.  Third-party cookies are not here to stay. One cannot bet on them 

for meaningful long-term success in Marketing and CX. Lemnisk 

does not use third-party cookies. 

2.  Marketers and business leaders will need to take quick decisions to 

secure their customer relationships and find solutions that cannot 

be swayed by large market forces or public policies. 

3.  The right CDP acts as a customer data engine and gatekeeper with 

future-proof data capturing and transmission capabilities.

01. INTRODUCTION
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Advertiser favorites – ‘third-party cookies’ – have been a topic of great discussion over the last 

couple of years. First, Apple’s Safari took a stance to block third-party cookies altogether in a move 

called ‘Intelligent Tracking Prevention (ITP)’. Then, Mozilla’s Firefox followed suit with ‘Enhanced 

Tracking Protection’. Early in 2020, Google’s Chrome announced its plans to make third-party 

cookies obsolete by 2023 to make the web a more private space - ensuring user demands for 

“greater privacy--including transparency, choice and control over how their data is used” are met. 

In early 2021, the company made it explicit that it will not be building any alternative tracking 

identifiers once third-party cookies are fully phased out. 

The move is poised to rattle advertising businesses, both large and small, which use third-

party cookies to track web users, often stretching boundaries of user knowledge, consent and 

permissible storage times. DMPs (Data Management Platforms) which aggregate data against 

hordes of anonymous users and track them on the basis of short-lived third-party cookies, will 

soon find such methods unsustainable. 

It is important to note that not all cookies will be phased out. First-party cookies very much 

continue to serve the needs of marketers in ways that are more accountable, safe and sustainable 

to business continuity. 

1.2  How Did Third-Party Cookies  
Become Redundant?  

http://www.lemnisk.co
https://webkit.org/blog/8943/privacy-preserving-ad-click-attribution-for-the-web/
https://blog.mozilla.org/blog/2019/09/03/todays-firefox-blocks-third-party-tracking-cookies-and-cryptomining-by-default/
https://blog.chromium.org/2020/01/building-more-private-web-path-towards.html
https://blog.google/products/ads-commerce/a-more-privacy-first-web/
https://blog.google/products/ads-commerce/a-more-privacy-first-web/
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Cookie Basics 
Cookies, also known as ‘browser cookies’ or ‘tracking cookies,’ are set on users’ devices 

by a website or third-party and are stored in the web browsers. Cookies are used by nearly 

all marketing companies as a method to track consumer behavior and gather data. 

First-party cookies are set by brands via the websites that users are browsing and are 

used to keep track of the activity as they move from page to page. Data collected by 

first-party cookies informs brands about their behavior within the gamut of their website 

such as pages visited, browser type, and location. Developers use them to enable vital 

website functionality like authentication, maintaining shopping carts, storing website 

preferences, among others.

Third-party cookies, on the other hand, are created by entities with domains other than 

the one you are visiting directly, hence the name. A single user can be tracked on the 

first-party website as well as other websites. Data collected by third-party cookies 

informs brands on overall website browsing patterns, user affinities and personas, and 

helps target them on broad and precise intent indicators. Traditionally, online advertisers 

and Data Management Platforms (DMPs) heavily rely on third-party cookies for  

cross-site tracking, retargeting and ad-serving. Think of the vacation package you 

searched for and the ads from hotels, airlines and tour operators that follow you wherever 

you browse. 
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02. BRAND IMPACT 

Digital marketers have traditionally used third-party cookies for the following reasons:

 

1.   Acquisition: Targeting audience likely to buy products as they browse the internet with the 

goal of acquiring them as visitors
 

    Impact: With the death of third-party cookies, brands will now see a drastic reduction in the 

richness of online user personas. For the Acquisition goal, this means having to now rely on  

broad-based segments recommended by publishers and ad exchanges. The implication is 

brands getting less for more - reduction in CTR and CVR, and an increase in CPA. 

2.  Conversions: Re-targeting audience that dropped off, on other publisher websites and 

social media platforms with the goal of converting them into one-time and (later on,) repeat 

customers
 

  Impact: Traditionally, DSPs, advertisers and social platforms have relied on third-party browser 

cookies to send event information to their servers via individualized tracking pixels. Third-

party cookies relying on capturing specific user events on the brand’s owned properties to 

perform downstream actions, will not be able to bank on them anymore. As a result, precise 

targeting triggers based on events (e.g., drop-off, cart abandonment, product comparison, 

amongst others,) will fail to deliver. This will have a negative impact on brands’ abilities to 

nudge users along evaluation and purchase journeys.

While Google is the last major player in the internet browser market to phase out third-

party cookies, it boasts of more than 60% market share. That means, more than half 

of the world’s search traffic is routed through Google. Killing the third-party cookie on 

Google Chrome is therefore the final nail in the coffin of all third-party cookies.

http://www.lemnisk.co
https://gs.statcounter.com/browser-market-share
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3.  ROI of media spends: Knowing customers’ online behaviour better with the intent of sharper 

ROI predictability
 

  Impact: A sum total of the above points equals uneconomical advertising spends. If marketers 

continue to rely on third-party cookies, they will have difficulty finding new customers and 

knowing their existing customers better. Furthermore, third-party cookies will not be usable 

to send conversion-level events to advertising platforms. Continuing to target those who have 

already converted will not just impact media spends, but also customer experience on a whole.

Brands that have purchased technologies 
dependent on third-party cookies as part of 
their marketing technology stacks, need to 
be instantly wary of the short and long-term 
impacts. Letting your customer experience 
depend on a dying technology is too big a risk 
to take. 

Subra Krishnan 
CEO, Lemnisk
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3.1.1.  Owning Customer Data = Owning Customer 
Relationships

It is clear that if brands don’t want external players to control how they get to interact with their own 

customers, they need to build these relationships from the ground up. It starts with understanding 

each user, customer, website visitor, prospect, or app user on a 1:1 level and treating each with 

exclusivity. 

This means maximizing the potential of your owned properties - like websites, apps, chatbots, 

service centers among others. One way to do this is to start collecting first party data as the user 

browses the website - a customer experience tool that is built on the foundation of first-party data 

is able to do this reliably using lead-form pop-ups, reducing lead drop-outs with retargeting or 

using chatbots to collect detailed product intent. 

Long before Google’s announcement and any radical shifts in the industry, smart marketers have 

maintained dedicated lists of users using first-party tracking and interactions. When marketers 

start with known users, any additional data provided by advertisers like Facebook, Google, LinkedIn, 

03. FUTURE PROOFING 

As one of the early emerging Customer Data Platforms, Lemnisk 
has always advocated for the power of owned customer data. 
Securing and organizing first-party data is more important than 
ever. 

3.1 Strategic Recommendations
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etc. make segmentation and the subsequent customer experience more sharply personalized. 

Once such smart first-party data curation starts happening, the insights that come out of it also 

help businesses fine tune their product positioning, tailor promotional campaigns only to users 

who will respond the best to them, and so on. 

The right CDP starts with mapping known and unknown users and gradually enriches behavioural, 

purchase intent-based, demographic, affinity-based indicators to amplify customer intelligence at 

the brand’s disposal.

3.1.2. Cast a Wide Net. But Don’t Forget to Go Deep

Customer acquisition and the new data streams it brings can move mountains. But the CX battle is 

won based on how rich the data and interactions are. 

Traditional technologies such as DMPs have done just the opposite. They start with the potential of 

the internet: nearly 5 Billion internet users now! Marketers automatically want to play big. Adding 

to that, the ephemeral nature of third-party cookies can mean that user identifiers get reset every 

few weeks and profiles don’t persist for deep targeting over a period of time. 

Now, brands have started realizing that they need a longer term play to increase customer 

stickiness on their owned properties. Digital leaders are looking to create a transformative impact 

on CX by tapping customer behaviours that competitors don’t. We have clients that spent millions 

of dollars on large-scale DMPs and media budgets, who have now turned to Lemnisk CDP to get 

the foundation of first-party data right.    

www.lemnisk.co

116 Customer Data Platform Use Cases:  
A Comprehensive E-Book for Various Industries

Download E-Book

http://www.lemnisk.co
https://datareportal.com/global-digital-overview#:~:text=The%20number%20of%20internet%20users,875%2C000%20new%20users%20each%20day.
http://www.lemnisk.co
https://www.lemnisk.co/cdp-use-cases/
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3.2 Lemnisk CDP Is Ready

3.2.1. No Dependence on Third-Party Cookies

Lemnisk CDP does not use third-party domain cookies to collect data. Our proprietary technology 

sets a unique first-party subdomain cookie that ensures you do not get affected by these third-

party changes. 

As industry regulations evolve, Lemnisk already has capabilities to set up pure first-party domain 

based data collection. This is topped with the capability to offer server-to-server communications 

with other third-party tools to ensure there is no business impact arising from changes to browsers. 

In this way, the Lemnisk Customer Data Platform can future-proof the marketing tool ecosystem. 

3.2.2.  Control Data, Innovate with Activations 

A rigor in controlling the customer data engine brings the freedom to automate billions of customer 

interactions at scale, each hyper-personalized. While marketers focus most of their energy on 

studying reports and tweaking campaigns to better results incrementally, a major difference can 

come with higher strategic focus on organizing data and using it to infuse intelligence into those 

campaigns. 

http://www.lemnisk.co
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Refocusing from Connections and Activation 
to Owning 1:1 Customer Relationship

While there are many business leaders who have realized the importance of this, very few have 

been able to implement and reap early results. This is because, before the CDP becomes an 

intelligent customer engine, it has to become an agile source of truth first. It has to be a canvas 

to connect (and disconnect) third-party tools and downstream marketing channels from utilizing 

stitched customer profiles. In other words, a gatekeeper. 

DATA

Unified customer profile

Real-time profile management

Single data source

Cross-device/channel/source, tool

Known to unknown to known

INTELLIGENCE

Right time to connect?

Best channel to use?

Ready to purchase or Just looking?

Interested in what else?

ACTIVATION

Real-time segmentation

Multi-channel journeys

Creative design

Ad distribution

IMPACT

Did they look?

Did they purchase?

What worked better?

What are we missing?

NEED TO OWN NEED TO CONNECT
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Think about a dozen advertiser pixels marketers like to fire on brand websites. Each of them directly 

receive event data from the website, interpret and store it in their own way, and then utilize this 

information to target users on external domains in their own ways. Besides having to manage 

multiple pieces of code and the resultant website performance impact, advertisers like Quora, 

Facebook, Google, LinkedIn etc. end up dictating rigid attribution methodologies. For brands, large 

Martech bandwidth is spent on managing scripts, haggling with IT teams on website performance 

and reconciling multi-source conversion data.

The CDP becomes the single source of truth for such a brand. By creating a singular event and data 

tracking plan, it standardizes  the way data is permitted to be consumed by all other third parties 

such as advertising pixels, analytics tools, chatbots, call-center and point of sale systems. Lemnisk 

CDP transforms every data point into its desired format before sending it to the right destination.  

Imagine firing multiple advertiser pixels, and populating analytics dashboards (Google Analytics, 

Adobe Analytics, etc.) via a single piece of code. The data of a brand’s end customer is now in sync 

throughout its tool ecosystem. Naturally, the customer experience also starts coming together 

meaningfully. With adequate focus on assembling the right events in the CDP, powering third-

party tools just becomes a matter of switching on and off.

http://www.lemnisk.co
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Some Examples of Lemnisk CDP Connectors 

Chatbot

AD Pixels

LMS

Email, SMS, Marketing Automation

Analytics

Adtech 

Conversions
API 

Native

Data API (Get)Trigger API (Push)

Application (APP) Tag Manager

Website and Server

Python Javascript

Mobile

Android iOS React Native AMP 

Enterprise Data Management

Google Cloud Bigtable

Lead Management System

Data Partnerships

Native

Data Ingestion API

Conversion Pixel

Google Ads Tag
Insight Tag

Floodlight Tag

Contact Center
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3.2.3.  Future-Proof with Server-Side Tracking  

While Lemnisk CDP supports both client-side and server-side tracking, we recognize that the 

future of customer experience is made more secure with server-side tracking. More and more of 

Lemnisk CDP’s clients are deciding to move to this approach.

Client-Side Versus Server-Side Tracking Basics 
In client-side tracking, the server receives user’s data from the browser. This can be 

implemented via the common method of ‘tags’. This method is useful to pick contextual 

web page data by just pasting code in the html. However, the cons come from the fact 

that browsers can store limited data; and millions of browsers with customized settings 

sending data to servers can create an impact on data accuracy and website performance. 

 

In server-side tracking, the server receives data from a tag. The server then passes it on 

to other servers with specific usages such as analytics, personalization, advertising etc. 

Server-side tracking reduces the load of data management from the browser and shifts 

it to a more stable server-led instrumentation. Browser interruptions, ad blockers, loss of 

internet connection don’t affect server-side tracking.

Sending events to a brand’s multiple tool destinations becomes more comprehensive with server to 

server transfers. Complementing client-side pixels with server-side tracking makes web data more 

reliable and enables sending net new events which are generated and stored at the server-side 

and not available via frontend sources like as websites. These could be events such as customer 

purchase at a physical store, change of lead status marked by a call center agent, product back in 

stock, and so on.  

http://www.lemnisk.co
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Client-Side Tracking

Third-Party Ads

Third-Party Analytics

Third-Party Analytics

Lemnisk Server

First-Party Server

2. Response sent with
reqd page and Lemnisk Tags

3. Lemnisk tag requested

4. Lemnisk delivers tags.
This may fire other configured
tags for ads and analytics
as configured in the CDP to
fire from the web page itself

5. Lemnisk delivers
third-party ad tags  
that get fired

5. Lemnisk sends data  
to other systems  
server-to-server

1. User accesses 
first-party page

Server-Side Tracking

Lemnisk Server
deployed in the 

First-Party’s Data Center

First-Party Server

Third-Party Analytics

Third-Party Analytics

5. Lemnisk sends data  
to other systems  
server-to-server

1. User accesses 
first-party page

4. Lemnisk delivers tags.
Please note that this is a 
first-party sub-domain and 
the server is hosted in the 
first-party’s data center

3. Lemnisk tag requested

2. Response sent with
reqd page and Lemnisk Tags
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Implementing future-proof server-side connectors 
can enable businesses to capture data more reliably 
and allows more control over how tools get access 
to it.  At Lemnisk, we are building a stack that future 
proofs the data flow without compromising on the 
information security requirements of the business.

Praveen D.S
CTO, Lemnisk

As a sneak peak into the future, Lemnisk CDP is partnering with Facebook Conversions API to send 

CDP events from the server-side to Facebook for better segmentation and media allocation within 

its platform. 

http://www.lemnisk.co
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-api/conversions-api/
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3.2.4. Privacy First & Secure by Design

Enterprises implementing any data-driven marketing or customer experience initiative have 

traditionally had to grapple with government regulations as well as industry & organizational 

information security frameworks. 

In addition to these, the last few years have seen new consumer privacy acts like GDPR & CCPA 

which have to be additionally taken care of. Local laws are also either being passed or are expected 

to be passed in various other markets.  Most of these laws are organized around two key themes

• explicit user consent around a transparent data collection disclosure

• auditable adherence to and management of the given consent

Lemnisk is an ISO 27001 certified and ISO 27018 compliance certified organization. This rigorous 

adherence to a globally defined standard helps take care of these existing and emerging information 

security and privacy norms. The platform is also geared to manage new requirements like managing 

customer consent.

This document is a basic update for general information purpose only and does not constitute any advice or 

analysis on the subject matter. We have not verified the sources of the information available in public and 

we assume no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions. There is no warranty of completeness, 

correctness, usefulness or authenticity. Please contact us if you require any further clarification or assistance 

on this subject.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
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Lemnisk’s Customer Data Platform-led personalization and real-time marketing automation solu-

tion delivers superior customer experiences that result in increased conversions, retention, and 

growth for enterprises. The key capabilities include:

About Lemnisk

Create 1:1 personalized experiences for each user across multiple marketing channels

Uniquely resolve a user in real-time 

across different data sources and 

channels

Headquartered in Bangalore, Lemnisk has offices in Singapore, Dubai, and Boston. Lemnisk 

is ISO 27001 and ISO 27018 certified.

Orchestrate individual customer 

journeys on the right channels at the 

right time using a proprietary in-built AI 

engine called Ramanujan

Real-Time Marketing 
Automation Built on 
Customer Data Platform
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